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Abstract 
The least number of 3-cycles (cycles of length 3) that a hamiltonian tournament oforder n can 
contain is n - 2 (see [3]). Since each complete strongly connected igraph contains a spanning 
hamiltonian subtournament (see [2]), n -  2 is also the least number of 3-cycles for these 
digraphs. 
In this paper we characterize the family of complete strongly connected igraphs with the 
least number of 3-cycles using the structural characterization f hamiltonian tournaments with 
the same extremal property (see [1]). 
1. Notations and preliminary results 
Let D(V(D), E(D)) be a digraph, where V(D) is the set of vertices and E(D) the set of 
arcs. We shall usually denote an arc from u to v by u ~ v. If the cardinal i ty of V(D) is n, 
D has order n and is denoted by Dn. A digraph D is complete if, for each pair u, v ~ V(D), 
at least one between the arcs u --* v and v --* u is in E(D). D is strongly connected if, for 
each pair u, v E V(D), there is a directed path in D from u to v. 
A tournament  T (V( T ), E (T))  is a digraph in which each pair of vertices is jo ined by 
exactly one arc. In a tournament T we write u ~ V, i fu ~ v for each v ~ V, and U ---, V, 
i fu -* v for each u ~ U and v ~ V. A set of vertices W in T is coned by a vertex v~W if 
v --* W or W ~ v. The vertices of a subtournament  S of T are equivalent if V(S) is 
coned by all the vertices of V(T)  - V(S). If the vertices of T can be part i t ioned into 
disjoint subtournaments S ~1), S ~2~ . . . .  , S ~-~ of equivalent vertices and R ,  denotes the 
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tournament on the m vertices Wl, w2, . . .  , W m such that wi ~ wj if and only ifS (~) ~ S (i), 
then T = Rm(S (1),S (2), . . . ,S  (")) is the composition of the m components 
S (1), S (2), . . . ,  S (') with the quotient R,.. 
In order to study the structure of the hamiltonian tournaments (i.e. tournaments 
that contain a spanning cycle) with the least number of 3-cycles, in [1] the following 
notations are used: 
H: a hamiltonian tournament; 
B: a hamiltonian tournament with the least number  of 3-cycles; 
B: the set of all the tournaments B; 
and the following tournaments are introduced: 
- -  A,, with V(An) = {al, ... ,a.} and E(A,) = {ai--* a Je i ther j  < i - 1 o r j  = i + 1}; 
- -  fl2,,-a, with vertex set {al . . . .  ,a , , ,x l ,  ... ,x , , -1} such that: 
• the induced subtournament (a~ . . . . .  ar,) coincides with A,,; 
• x~ ~ xj and a~ ~ xj are arcs of f12,.- ~ if and only if i > j; 
- -  /~, obtained from f12.,-~ by deleting k of the vertices x2, ... ,x , , -2;  where 
O<~k<~m-3.  
Under the previous assumptions, the structural characterization of a tournament 
B is obtained (see [1, Theorems 6 and 8]) by the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. In a hamiltonian tournament H.  the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) H.  contains the least number of 3-cycles; 
(ii) H.  is one of the following compositions: 
(a) H .  = Ba(S, {vl}, {v.}), where the component S is transitive and B3 is a 3-cycle; 
(b) H ,  --/~({al} . . . .  {ar,},S ~1) . . . . .  St'~-l)), where H,  is obtained from fl by re- 
placing each vertex xi ~ V(fl) with any transitive tournament Sti); 
(iii) the score sequence of H.  is 1, 1, 2 . . . . .  n - 3, n - 2, n - 2. 
Now denote by / )  a complete strongly connected igraph with the least number  of 
3-cycles. In order to obtain a structural characterization of the digraphs/~, we recall 
the following result, proved in [2]: 
Proposition 2. Each complete strongly connected igraph contains, as spanning sub- 
digraph, a hamiltonian tournament. 
2. Characterization of the digraphs b 
Given a tournament B, consider the arcs u ~ v of B with the following property: 
(P): u ~ v ~ E(B) is such that the tournament T, obtained from B by reversing 
u ~ v, is either nonhamiltonian or is included in B. 
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Propos i t ion  3. Each digraph/3 is a spanning subdigraph of a digraph D* obtained by 
adding some of the arcs with Property (P) to some tournament B. 
Proofi Given a digraph /), consider a spanning hamiltonian subtournament 
B of D (see Proposit ion 2). Now let u --* v be an arc of B and v ~ u an arc of D. 
Consider the tournament T obtained from B by reversing the arc u --. v. There are two 
possibilities: 
- -  T is hamiltonian. Then T • B, since it is a hamiltonian subtournament of/3. 
- -  T is nonhamiltonian. 
Then each/)  is obtained from a tournament B by adding the reverses of arcs which 
satisfy Property (P). Hence/3 is a spanning subdigraph of D*. [] 
Theorem 4. Consider the hamiltonian tournament H = Ba(S,{vl},{v,}), with S = 
{ v2, v3 . . . . .  v._ 1} as transitive component and vl , v~, v~_ 1, . . . ,  v2, v l as n-cycle, and the 
digraph D' obtained from H by adding the n-cycle Vx, . . . ,  v,, vl. 
Then each spanning complete strongly connected subdigraph D of D' contains the 
least number of 3-cycles if the following condition is satisfied: 
(i) vi-.*Vi+l,Vj---*vj. 1 •E(D),  with i <~j =~ j # i +1 for all i = 1, ... ,n -2 .  
Secondly, consider a tournament H =/~({a~} . . . .  , {a'},S m . . . .  ,S C'-1~) and the di- 
graph D" obtained from H by adding the following paths: 
for each S ~k~, the path v~ k), v~2 k), .. v <k), where v~ k), vt2 k), , v ¢k) - -  . , ,~ ... ,~ are the vertices of 
(k) • E(H), when i > j; S (k~, and Vl k) Vj 
- -  the path vtr~--11),a',a'_l, ... ,al,v(1 ~). 
Then each spanning complete strongly connected subdigraph D o lD" contains the least 
number of 3-cycles if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(ii) vi(k) -"~Vi+l(k) and vj(k) ~ Vtf)+I•E(D ) =~ i¢ j+ l  and j 4 : i+ l ;  
(iii) a~ --* v~) • E(D) :* v~ 1~ --, vt21)q~E(D); 
(iv) (m- 1) am • E(D) ~ (m- 1) (m- Vr ~ ~ V,._ - I~V, . _  I)(sE(D). 
Conversely, each digraph D is a spanning complete strongly connected sub- 
digraph D either of the digraph D' with condition (i) or of a digraph D" with conditions 
(ii)-(iv). 
Proof. The tournament H = B3(S, {vl}, {v,}) is included in B by Theorem 1 and if we 
add the arcs of the cycle vl . . . .  , v,, vl with condition (i), the number of 3-cycles in each 
D is still n -2 .  
Analogously, H = fl({al} . . . .  , {a'}, Sin, . . . ,  S t ' -  1)) is in B by Theorem 1, and the 
arcs added to H with conditions (ii)-(iv) do not change the number of 3-cycles, as can 
be easily seen. 
Conversely, consider a digraph/3. 
We observe that, since /3 is a complete strongly connected igraph, it contains 
a spanning hamiltonian subtournament H (see Proposit ion 2) and, since 13 contains 
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n-  2, 3-cycles, this subtournament H is one of the following composit ions by 
Theorem 1: 
(a) H = B3(S ,  {Vl}, {Vn}); 
(b) H = ~({al}, ... ,{a,,},S (1) . . . .  ,S( ' -1 ' ) .  
Moreover,  by Proposit ion 3,/3 can only be obtained from H by adding arcs with 
Property (P), which, in case(a), are vl ~ v3, v , - z  ~ v. and the arcs of the cycle 
. (m-  1) (1) 
vl . . . . .  v . ,v l  and, in case(b), are v , . _ , -1  --* am,a1 ---} v2 and the arcs which yield D" 
from H. 
Finally, we observe that, if T 3 is a transitive triple with vertices a, b, c and arcs a ---, b 
and b ---, c, we cannot add either the consecutive arcs c ---, b and b --* a or the arc c ~ a 
without changing the number  of 3-cycles. Hence, in case(a), vl ~ v3 and v, -2 ~ v, 
cannot be in/) ,  i.e./) is a subdigraph of D' and condition (i) is to be requested, and, in 
case (b),- (~- 1) V,._,-1 ~a, .  and al ~ v~ 1) cannot be in/5, i.e./3 is a subdigraph o lD"  and 
conditions (ii)-(iv) are to be requested. []  
Remark.  We observe that in each tournament B there exist arcs whose direction can 
be reversed preserving the score sequence but adding a new 3-cycle. To be precise, 
these arcs are: 
- -  in case (a) v3 ---} vl and On- 2 ""~Vn; 
- -  in case (b) a,,---, v(rm~l)l._ _ and v~21)---, al .  
It follows that/3 cannot be characterized only by the property that all its spanning 
hamiltonian subtournaments are in B. In fact it is sufficient o add the reverse of any 
arc mentioned before to obtain a counterexample. 
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